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o oil your attention to the book of Isaiah th 41st chapter. There in

the the 41st chap;er of Isaiah, I would like to read to you verses 22 and

23. It is a lone discourse written to the people in written by Isaiah

eore the exile but addressed. to the people in the exile. Arid in this
has been

section he is addressing the people who know that Jerusaleuzn a to

be destroyed. The temple of God has been destroyed end they were wondering

if God the existance. Ard he is bringing evidence to show that God,

notonly exists but that he is indeed the creator, and far greater th:n

the gods of Babylon. An so he says here in verse 22. Let them bring forth

and show us what v111 happen. lie is addressing a chalenge to the gods of

Babylon. Let them show the former things what they are and we may consider

them and we-w4-e4-hem know the latter end of them for declareth ththngs

the things of God .Showeth things that are to come hereafter, that we

my knowthet ye are God. Now that is a challenge. If you are tilling

to proove what will happen in the futu e it is pretty good evidence of a

supernatural mind. And it is SOnithirig that none of us can do,

if it will rain. Bt that is one of the few cases that I hit it right.

But it is very difficult for any human being, to predict the future. And

it is extremely diffict.lt static. Now, I used to live in Philadelphia

before 25 miles south Philadelphia and I used to watch the paper

at one time for predictions. These were perdiotioris about the weather

for a days walk. .itrid I am not pavtial to walking in the rain.

And these predictions are based upon authorizational weather conditions all

over the country.. ow they may be able to a better foroast the

weather in other than in the Philadelphia area i remember one

time I had 4 days free and I had 3 days of studying the work I had to th

and this I wanted to ta1t a walk one day. So I looked at the paper

arid it said rain for " The next day they said Rain tomorrow. I

stayed home on Sunday night. The third day they said rain .1 stayed home

and then .1 looked at the paper and it said Fair and: cool.nd I went for
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